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Question:  
 
For a bid coming from a new team: Will the actions and history of key persons on the team be 
considered for reference checks in place of a company or organization that doesn't have that exact 
history? In other words, if the company doesn't have a formal customer history with a Northern and 
Remote Community, but one of the Key Persons was personally directly involved (possibly under a 
different company) in educational delivery with a Northern and Remote Community, does that count? 
Or would the Reference Check process reject that? 
 
Answer:  
 
For the evaluation of the mandatory criteria MT.1 and the point-rated criteria RC1, the combined 
experience acquired by the Bidder and subcontractors will be considered. For the evaluation of the 
point-rated criteria RC5, the expertise, experience and competencies of key resources, either from the 
Bidder or subcontractors, will be considered. 
 
Question:  
 
Does the amount of $800,000 have to be spent during the first year of the project (ie from Sept. 2022 to 
Sept. 2023)?  
 
Answer:  
 
The total maximum funding available of $800,000 covers all expenses, Goods and Services Tax or 
Harmonized Sales Tax extra, from the initial contract period beginning on the contract award date and 
ending on August 31, 2024. 
 
Question:  
 
Could part of this amount ($800,000) be used to roll out the activity to target audiences in the various 
provinces and territories from Sept. 2023 to Dec. 2023?  
 
Answer:  
 
The total maximum funding available of $800,000 covers all expenses, including the direct and indirect 
costs of deploying the activity to the target audiences, Goods and Services Tax or Harmonized Sales Tax 
extra, during the period of the project beginning at contract award and ending on August 31, 2024. The 
Bidder must indicate in its project summary and in Annex G details of what they plan to accomplish, an 
approximation of when they plan to accomplish it and an estimate of direct and indirect costs. 
 
Question:  
 
When do you plan to announce the winning team of this request for proposal and sign the contracts 
(this impacts the production schedules directly for us)?  
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Answer:  
The announcement of the winning team and the signature of the contract with this team is scheduled 
for September 2022. 


